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Are abstract entities “occult”? 
Ney, .72 

That the houses and roses and sunsets are all of them red may be 
taken as ultimate and irreducible, and it may be held that McX is 
no better off, in point of real explanatory power, for all the occult 
entities which he posits under such names as ‘redness.’  

(Quine 1980. p.10) 

Let’s set aside the jab Quine makes at the defender of universals by calling 
these abstract entities she believes in ‘occult.’5 

[footnote 5: What do you think Quine means by this?] 



• Abstract vs. concrete Entities: Two ways of drawing the distinction 

• Particulars vs. universals 

• Positions on universals: 

• Realism 
- Transcendent (Plato) 
- Immanent (Aristotle, Armstrong) 

• Conceptualism 

• Nominalism (Quine) 
- Ostrich nominalism 
- Predicate nominalism 
- Class nominalism (a,k,a. set nominalism) 

• Trope theory 

• The one-over-many argument 

• Two ways of doing metaphysics: 

• Regimented theory (Quine) 

• Truthmaker theory (Armstrong)



Abstract vs. concrete Entities: Two ways of drawing the distinction 

• The traditional distinction:  
Concrete entities have size and shape, they occupy space, and they enter 
into causal relations. Abstract entities don’t have these features. 

• Ney’s way of drawing the distinction:  
Abstract entities are abstractions from other entities—they are just like 
some other entities, but with some of their properties removed. Concrete 
entities aren’t like this.

(Questions from Miriam, Ksenia, Chateldon, Ariel)



Particulars vs. universals



Positions on universals: 

•Realism 
- Transcendent (Plato) 
- Immanent (Aristotle, Armstrong) 

•Conceptualism 

•Nominalism (Quine) 
- Ostrich nominalism 
- Predicate nominalism 
- Class nominalism (a,k,a. set nominalism) 

•Trope theory

(Questions from Joseph, Cynthia, Chateldon, Ariel, Misa)



Questions not answered last time: 

Ariel’s question about uninstantiated properties 

All of the questions about the one over many argument
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The one-over-many argument



Quine’s Reconstruction

Therefore:



Armstrong’s Reconstruction



The one-over-many argument

(Questions from Syeda, Ariel, Meagan, Brendan)



Two ways of doing metaphysics: 
•Regimented theory (Quine) 
•Truthmaker theory (Armstrong)

(Question from Sheana)



The Indispensability Argument

(Questions from Aanisah and Ariel)


